Abstract-Distributed hash table based peer-to-peer systems nodes; (3) the design of load-balancing mechanisms to ensure are emerging as new paradigms for building large-scale dis-uniform distribution of load among nodes. tributed applications, due to their scalability, fault-tolerance and In this paper, we propose a novel architecture, called self-organization. However, most existing DHTs are designed for Dak for supporting multi-dimensional range queries in P2P exact-key searching, and the support of multi-dimensional range queries in peer-to-peer networks is still a challenging problem. networks. Working as a scalable indexing platform, Dak can In this paper, we propose a distributed index architecture simultaneously support multiple indexes with various dimencalled Dak to support range queries on multi-dimensional data. sionalities. For each index scheme, Dak employs a uniform Based on efficient space mapping and query routing mechanisms, locality-preserving hashing mechanism to partition and map Dak can provide a scalable platform to support any number of indexes with different dimensionalities. Significantly, this the multi-dimensional data space to a 1-d key space. The architecture does not need to generate or maintain any search distinct feature of Dak is that it does not need to physically trees. Instead, it exploits the embedded trees in the underlying maintain or dynamically generate any search trees. Instead, it distributed hash tables to refine and deliver queries. To deal utilizes the trees embedded in the underlying DHT to refine with skewed data distribution, we also provide load-balancing and deliver queries. Exploring DHT links can eliminate the mechanisms to ensure that no node in the system is unduly cost of maintaining additional in-network data structures for loaded. query delivery. Moreover, the maintenance messages for DHT I. INTRODUCTION links can be piggybacked onto the query delivery messages, In recent years, there has been an increasing demand so as to reduce the maintenance cost. To deal with the load to share multi-dimensional data (e.g. multimedia data, var-balancing issue, Dak provides the following mechanisms: (1) a ious types of resource data in grid computing environment, uniform locality-preserving hashing mechanism to evenly disand data collected by sensor network) and support complex tribute data across nodes in the overlay network; (2) a space queries. Multi-dimensional data retrieval has received exten-mapping rotation mechanism to statically balance the load sive research attention in centralized database systems and among nodes when multiple index schemes are employed; many indexing schemes have been proposed in this context. (3) a proximity neighbors clustering mechanism to dynamiHowever, these centralized solutions can not scale to massively cally adjust the load on nodes, by migrating some load from distributed systems with a large amount of data.
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heavily-loaded nodes to their proximity neighbors with light The distributed hash table paradigms (Chord [1] , Pastry [2] , load. Tapestry [3] and CAN [4] ) are appropriate for building largeWe have built Dak on top of p2psim', which is a discretescale distributed applications due to their scalability, fault-event, packet-level simulator. The performance of Dak has tolerance and self-organization. However, these DHTs are been extensively evaluated using the metrics of overlay hops, designed for exact key lookup. Range queries can not be latency, overhead, bandwidth cost and number of messages. efficiently supported since consistent hashing mechanisms de-The experimental results show that Dak can efficiently solve stroy data locality (nearby data points in the multi-dimensional multi-dimensional range queries at a low cost. The number of data space are mapped to the same node or to nodes that overlay hops for delivering a query is bounded to O(log N), are close together in the overlay network). The challenges of where N is the total number of nodes in the network. extending current DHTs to efficiently support range queries on The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II multi-dimensional data include: (1) the design of a dimension gives a short survey of related work. Section III describes the reducing scheme which can effectively partition and map key features of our design. In section IV, experiments and the multi-dimensional data space to nodes, while preserving results are presented and discussed. Finally, section V is the the data locality; (2) the design of a light-weighted routing algorithm to efficiently deliver queries to the corresponding 'http://pdos.csai1.mit.edu/p2psim/ 1-4244-0429-O/06/$20.OO ©2006 IEEE conclusion and future work.
with different dimensionalities, without maintaining multiple individual routing structures.
II. RELATED WORK
Dak is similar to Squid [16] in that they both are based on DHT (Chord) for query routing. However, Squid requires Recently, there has evolved considerable work for support-exact prefix key lookup during query refinement and delivery, ing complex queries in P2P networks. Some of them only thus each step needs multiple overlay hops. For load balancing, support single-attribute range queries. Andrezejak et.al [5] Squid adopts a sampling technique [17] when nodes join the employ Hilbert Space Filling Curves (SFC) [6] to reversely network, but this may greatly increase the node join cost, map one-dimensional data space to CAN's d-dimensional especially when nodes chum. Squid also attempts to achieve Cartesian space, with data locality preserved. Gupta, Agrawal load balancing at runtime by splitting each physical node to et. al [7] attempt to hash ranges instead of keywords to nodes, multiple virtue nodes. However, too many virtue nodes will and locality sensitive hashing is used to ensure that similar increase the path length of lookup, and the overhead on a ranges are mapped to same node with high probability. Skip node will increase because of the maintenance of multiple Graphs [8] and SkipNet [9] are based on skip-list, both of routing states for each virtue node it houses. Dak develops which support single-attribute range queries but have load-light-weighted mechanism to address load-balancing issues. balancing problems.
There maintain data structures specific to any index schemes for . The i-th division is performed on the j-th dimension, query routing. Instead, it exploits the embedded trees in the where j =i mod d.
DHT to refine, prune and deliver queries. Dak can work The key is defined as follows: on the i-th division, if a as a general platform to efficiently support multiple indexes hypercuboid picks up the higher half of the splitting range, the i-th2 bit of its key is 1, else 0. Algorithm 1 gives a detail we propose a uniform locality-preserving hashing mechanism description of the locality-preserving hashing mechanism.
which can produce uniform distribution of the hashed values. 
The Chord's key-mapping mechanism is utilized to map
.L the hypercuboids onto the nodes in the network, i.e. each hypercuboid is mapped onto the node which is the successor The above hashing and mapping mechanism can achieve data locality since nearby data points in the multi-dimensional space are hashed and mapped to the same node or the It should be noted that the uniform locality-preserving neighboring nodes in the overlay network. Since nodes are hashing mechanism can not always achieve a good load evenly distributed in the identifier space (Chord uses consistent balance among nodes. Firstly, the data distribution functions hashing, e.g. SHA-1 [19] , to map nodes to the identifier modeled beforehand might not be very accurate. Secondly, space), the hypercuboids are evenly mapped to nodes in the the data distribution may be dynamically changing. Thirdly, overlay network. In other words, our simple hashing and the hotspots may overload some nodes even with data space mapping mechanisms can evenly partition and map the multi-transforming. Finally, the node capacities are heterogeneous. dimensional data space onto nodes, while preserving data In section III-C we propose load balancing mechanisms to locality. However, it can not guarantee a uniform distribution efficiently balance the load among nodes and make sure that of hashed values if data items are not uniformly distributed in no node is unduly loaded.
the multi-dimensional data space. Consequently, load among nodes may not be well balanced. To address this problem, B. Query Resolving and Routing As a distributed indexing platform, Dak processes a query 21n this paper, the i-th bit is the one in the i-th position (from the left) of. the m bits identifier (padded with zeros on the left if the length is less than through the following three steps: (1) Query normalization and m) conversion; (2) Delivering query to the corresponding nodes which hold index entries that match the query; (3) Returning query region (the shaded area) of Q when the data space is the matched index entries to the querying node. Since the last recursively partitioned for three times. Thus the prefix for Q is step is straightforward, this paper only details how queries are "011". The prefix-key of Q is "0110 . ... 0", with m bits totally. resolved and routed. When a query is issued, the initial prefix-key is generated on A range query can be expressed with a conjunction of the querying node. Then the query, as well as the prefix-key, is predicates on one or more dimensions, where each predicate sent to the query routing module for refinement and delivery. specifies a constant value or a range on one dimension. A Upon receiving a range query Q, a node A (where A is any query that needs to specify multiple predicates on the same node on the propagation path, including the querying node) dimension can be divided into multiple subqueries, each of exploits the embedded tree (formed by the DHT links) to which specifies one continuous range on the dimension. If a divide the query into multiple smaller sized subqueries and dimension is not specified by a query, the boundary of the deliver these subqueries along the DHT links. The basic idea domain on this dimension will be considered as the query behind the query refinement and routing algorithms is that range. The predicate that specifies a constant value can be subqueries sent to the corresponding indexing nodes who share regarded as a special case of ranged predicate. Thus a range common ancestor nodes on the embedded tree are delivered query Q on a s-dimensional data space can be normalized to as one larger sized query from the root node to their lowest the following format: subquerylist.pushLback (nqj, nq2) and route a query can be significantly reduced. Through 26: end if 27: return subquerylist exploring DHT links, the overhead of maintaining additional in-network structures specific to different index schemes can be eliminated, therefore Dak can inherently support many subqueries by horizontally partitioning rectangle 011l in half index schemes with different dimensionalities. In addition, the and the prefix for the subqueries are "01l0" and "011 i maintenance messages for the DHT links can be piggybacked respectively. After the query is divided into subqueries, the onto the query delivery messages, so as to reduce the maintenext step is to deliver these subqueries along the DHT links nance cost. by remotely invoking the ETBRouting() function on the To compare the performance of our Embedded Tree-Based next-hop nodes in parallel. If the next-hop is the current Routing (ETBR for short) algorithm with the similar approach node (current node is the predecessor of the prefix-key), the proposed in the previous work [16] , we implement a Key subquery is sent to the surrogate node (the successor of the Lookup Based Routing (KLBR for short) mechanism in Dak current node) for refinement by remotely invoking procedure which invokes the lookup function in each refinement step SurrogateRefine() on the successor node. to locate the surrogate node. KLBR is obviously low efficient The surrogate node C refines a query q based on the because each key lookup may need many overlay hops. ETBR overlapping relation between the data space that C covers could achieve better performance than KLBR by avoiding and the range of q. If the range of q completely falls into redundant overlay hops for key lookup. Moreover, ETBR can the range of C, C will fully accept query q; If there is no improve the concurrent degree of subqueries, so the latency overlapping between them, C will forward q after generating for solving a query can be decreased. We also make the a refined prefix-key; If there is overlapping between them, following improvements on the SurrogateRefine to make the C will divide q into multiple subqueries and forward the query delivery more efficient: subqueries which are not covered by the current node. The Subqueries Aggregation The SurrogateRefine procedure surrogate refinement is a recursive process which progressively may generate several subqueries which will be send to the prunes the query range to fit the data space region covered by same next-hop node. These subqueries can be aggregated and the surrogate node. Figure 3(c) gives an example of query packed into one message to reduce the number of messages refinement. Subquery Q3 is cutted out from Q2, and the in the network.
remainder of Q2 is completely covered by the surrogate node Successor Aware Optimization The surrogate node may C. C then replies to the remainder of Q2 with index entries generate many subqueries which will be fully covered by its stored locally and sends out subquery Q3 using the procedure successor. The surrogate node can check if its successor can outlined above.
fully cover the query range by comparing the prefix of its The query resolving and routing algorithm is essentially successor and the prefixkey of the query during refinement. a recursive process where queries are progressively refined If the successor node really does, it will stop the refinement and delivered on the embedded trees formed by the DHT process and simply copy the query to its successor. The links. Thus the overall number of messages needed to resolve early termination of refinement process has two benefits:
(1) it reduces overhead on the surrogate node; (2) it decreases A. Experimental Setup the size of message from surrogate node to its successor.
We implemente Dak on top of p2psim, a discrete eventThe potential drawback is that an unnecessary hop may be driven packet level simulator for many DHT protocols. We introduced if the query can be completely covered by the use Chord-PNS protocol with its default parameters (base=2, surrogate node after further refinement. successors=16 etc.). The number of bits in the key/node C. Load Balancing identifiers is 64 (consistent hash function e.g. SHA-1 can As mentioned in section III-A, in some situation load generate 160-bit keys, p2psim uses 64-bit keys for easy of (measured by the amount of index entries) on nodes might not modeling the routing tables). The network models used in our be well balanced with the uniform locality-preserving hashing simulation are derived from the King dateset, which includes mechanism.cDak developstwoumechanismsttopaddressethe load the pairwise latencies of 1740 DNS servers in the Internet balhancing a iue.
measured by King method [21] . The . If several index schemes have similar distri-common distributions, e.g. Pareto, Exponential, Gaussian, Zipbution of the hotspots on the domain, the hot region for each fian etc. We choose Zipfian distribution because of its simindex will be mapped to common ranges in the 1-d key space, plicity for implementation and popularity in real applications. therefore nodes with identifiers located in these ranges will be The cumulative distribution function for Zipfian distribution overloaded. If each index scheme is given a random rotation is Hk,S/HN,Sm where HN,S is the Nth generalized harmonic offset q when mapped to the 1-d key space, index i will be number with skew factor s and 1 <k < N. Data are modeled mapped to [Xi .. Xi + 2m -1] (arithmetic is modulo 2m), and the by scaling and shifting the domain of k. Range queries hot regions of these index schemes will be mapped to different are generated from a template with the following properties: ranges on the Chord ring. The randomness of X for each (1) the size of query range on each dimension is based on the index scheme can be achieved by hashing (random hashing query selectivity; (2) the center of the query range is based function) the name of the corresponding index. The locality-on the data distribution. All of the parameters are described preserving hashing and query delivery algorithms presented along with simulation results in section IV-B. The simulation in the previous sections can be easily modified to reflect the starts by initializing the 106 data items into the network, then space rotation. each node generates queries randomly and the interarrival time 2) Proximity Neighbors Clustering: At runtime, heavily of queries are exponentially distributed with average value of loaded nodes can migrate some load to their lightly loaded 150s. proximity neighbors. Since Dak applies Chord-PNS4 as the A set of cost metrics are used to evaluate the performance underlying DHT, proximity neighbors can be easily got from of Dak: (1) hops: the maximum path length required to deliver the routing table. A node, say N, periodically samples the load a query to all of the corresponding index nodes; (2) laterncy: on its neighbors (and neighbors' neighbors if the probing level the maximum time of delivering a query to all of the corre-P1 is great than 1). If load on N oversteps the average load on sponding index nodes; (3) overhead: the ratio of the number its neighbors by a threshold factor 6, N will choose several of intermediate nodes to the number of corresponding index underloaded neighbors to form a cluster and distribute its load nodes per query delivery; (4) bandwidth cost: total bandwidth in the cluster, while N acts as the head of the cluster. The consumption per query delivery and the overall bandwidth values of PR and d control the tradeoff between the overhead cost in the network. (5) number of messages: total number of and the quality of the load balancing. The cluster size can not messages for delivering a query.
be too large, otherwise the overhead imposed to the cluster The size of the query message is modeled in bytes as: 20 + head would be high. When a cluster reaches the threshold 4 + n x (2 x iLwidth + 8 + 1), where 20 bytes are for packet size Sc, it will be divided in half. The new head elected for header, 4 bytes are for IP address of source node, n is number the new cluster will leave-then-rejoin the overlay with a given of subqueries, iLwidth is the sum of attributes' size, 8 bytes identifier which lies between N and N's predecessor on the are for prefix key, 1 byte is for prefixilength. The size of Chord ring. message for key lookup is modeled as 20 bytes for packet IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION header, 4 bytes for IP address of source node, and 8 bytes for each key in the message. In this section, we evaluate the performance of Dak through simulations. We start our discussion by describing the ex-B. Experimental Results perimental setup and metrics used for evaluation. Then, the We evaluate the performance of query routing algorithms experimental results are presented.
with respect to query selectivity, dimensionalities, network size and data distribution respectively through detailed simulations. 2) Performance with respect to dimensionality: Figure 5 1) Performance with respect to query selectivity. We use illustrates the performance of query routing algorithms with the 1740-node network, and a 3-d index scheme described various dimensionalities(repeat dimension 0 in table I up  in table I . The query selectivity on each dimension changes to 32, query selectivity on each dimension is 10%). When from 0.1% to 60%. The simulation takes 720s and totally dimensionality increases from 2 to 12, both KLBR and ETBR 8337 queries are generated. As illustrated in figure 4, ETBR have a significant decrease in hops, latency and number of outperforms KLBR on overlay hops and latency, especially messages, however the overhead increases. This is because when query selectivity goes large. This is because: (1)KLBR with the dimensionality increasing, the number of divisions needs more overlay hops for key lookup; (2) ETBR can on each dimension decreases, thus a query can be covered by improve the concurrent degree of subqueries. The overhead less nodes. Range query will degrade to point query when of KLBR is greater than ETBR because more intermediate dimensionality is large, so when dimensionality is greater nodes are involved in the key lookup. The number of messages than 12, performance of these routing algorithms almost keeps of KLBR is more than that of ETBR, while the bandwidth stable. It should be noted that with dimensionality increasing, cost of KLBR is less than that of ETBR. This is because the size of query messages will increase, so the bandwidth KLBR uses large numbers of small-size messages to locate the cost will have an unavoidable increase. surrogate nodes, and queries are delivered after the surrogate 3) Performance with respect to data distribution: We invesnodes are located, so the number of query messages for tigate the performance of routing algorithm when the skewness KLBR is less than ETBR. We also evaluate the performance of data distribution changes in the 1740-node network. The of successor aware optimization. As depicted in figure 4, index scheme used in this experiment is the same as the successor aware puts a slight increase in overlay hops, latency, one listed in table I, but the skew factor for each dimension and the number of messages. However, it can significantly varies from 0.2 to 1.2 (which means a severe skewed data reduce the bandwidth cost, especially when query selectivity distribution). The query selectivity on each dimension is goes large. When query selectivity changes from 0.1% to 5%. Recall that the distribution of query range is in accord 60%, the overlay hops of ETBR (with successor aware option) with the data distribution in the simulations, so the popular Nodes ranked by load DHT overlay), the overlay hops for ETBR increases from 6.5 to 10.0, the latency increases from llOOms to 151Oms, and the Fig. 8 . Load distribution on nodes overhead drops from 1.32 down to 0.85. This is because when network size increases, the number of corresponding index We measure the load on a node as the ratio of index nodes of a query will increase (since indexes are distributed entries stored on the node to the total number of index on more nodes), and paths from the querying node to these entries in the system. Initially, 106 data entries are generated indexes nodes also increase. The number of messages and based on properties of the index schemes and distributed bandwidth cost per query increase along with the overlay among nodes in the system according to the locality-preserving hops. ETBR outperforms KLBR on overlay hops, latency, and hashing values. Figure 8 shows the load distribution on the overhead for various network sizes. Since the overlay hops is nodes for non-uniform LPH and uniform LPH mechanisms bounded to O(log N), where Nis the number of nodes in the respectively. The nodes are sorted in the decreasing order network, ETBR is scalable to large sized network.
of the load, and only the first 400 nodes are depicted. As
